Listen to the complete interview: Carolyn Cannuscio, ScD

Assistant Professor of Family Medicine and Community Health
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania

Introduction Track: Keywords/Phrases

- Undergraduates
- Masters’ students
- Interdisciplinary program
- Epidemiology
- Population health

All sample questions are designed in order to apply internet search as a basis for exploring and discovering new information.

Sample Questions

- Why would community health study and work be important for all of us? What kinds of work and results might come out of such work? Find specific examples in your research.
- Dr. Cannuscio holds a ScD. What kind of degree is that, and what sort of educational path did she travel to attain that degree?
- What aspects of epidemiology appeal to you? Explain.
- What is more important, research or teaching? Why might a professor want to do both simultaneously?